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Some theoretical questions
concerning Soviet history
The following speech to the Fourth National Conference
points to' some of the theoretical issues that are being
investigated in the MLP's study of Soviet history. It seeks to
provide an overview, while final conclusions have yet to be
reached. It has been revised for publication by its author.
Additional studies concerning industrialization and collectivization and a bibliography of sources will appear later in the
Supplement.
Fourth National Conference, MLP,USA
Fall 1990

At our Third Congress [Fall 1988], we had a valuable'
discussion on the theory of socialism [See On the Party-wide
Study of the Marxist-Leninist Concept of Socialism in the
January 15, 1989 issue of the Supplement]. We dealt with a
number of theoretical questions that came up from the
national study program. One of the most iniportant things
from this discussion was the posing of the concept of what
we described as "weak socialism," or the period of transition to a more complete socialism which MarXism descnoes
as the first stage of communism. This theoretical point cuts
against the revisionist forgery of socialism. It also strength,ens the theoretical framework for looking at Soviet history.
That was part of the v~lue of our criticism of the type of
analysis" presented by Tony Cliff and the IS ["International
Socialists tendency"] Trotskyists and which the Swedish
group [around the journal Red Dawn] took up. In our
critique of Soviet history we must avoid being sidetracked'
by abstract moral judgments, outside of time and place,
outside the process of transition from capitalism to social- .
ism, from the old world to the new.
Since the Third Congress, work has continued. We have
just about finished extracting quotations from Lenin [this
is taking longer than expected]. There has been quite" a bit "
of research on war communism, the New Economic Policy
(NEP), and the period of the first Five Year Plan (includhlg collectivization and the industrialization drive). Unfortunately, much of this is still in a raw and incomplete" state.
As we slog deeper in:to this work, there has been a
series of theoretical problems that we have bumped into:
Completing further stages of the research on the history

will facilitate resolution of these theoretical problems, or
at least shed more light on them. So this work" Will continue. However, since this work will still take quite awhile,

and since the Central· Committee and the other comrades
involved in this "work may be grappling with these things
for sometime, we want to bring some of these issues to
the conference. We want to keep comrades informed of
where this work is headed and of some of the theoretical
problems that we think it poses.
Some words of warning about this presentation. First,
it .only touches a few within the complex of theoretical
issues posed by thiS history. The work has already posed a
number of other issues, and further work will pose different
issues and the same issues differently, hopefully more allsidedly and clearly. But these are some of the key issues
that we are focusing on at this time. Second, these issues
are ~ to what we are calling our "working hypotheses"
about how the history went, and sorting. through the theoretical implications of these things is only yet at its initial
stages. Third;' because work is at a more primitive stage
than.we would like, the Central Committee has only been
able to talk over some of the outlines of these theoretical
issues. Which means a number of the particular formulations or examples are my own, and lack the honirig or

.
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Defend the imm-igrant workers
From the August 8 issue of the Bay Area Workers' VoiCe,
paper of the MLP-San Francisco Bay Area:

Hunger in the Central Valley
In December 1990, a 12-day freeze hit Ca,lifornia, det\le citrus crop in the Central Valltiy. The crop
damage left 73,000 farm workers and 15,000 packing house
workers without jobs. Three months later Bush declared a
disaster in 33 California counties, and made millions of
dollars available to the wealthy growers. Virtually none of
the money reached' the workers.
Farm workers have produced the wealth in the Central
Valley for decades. Growers have grown fat off the profits.
Farm income in California was up 8% in 1990 alone,
hitting a record high of $7 billion. But did the growers use
any of their profits to help the workers through the
disaster? Hel~ no! AIl they had to say was: "See you next
citrus _harvest" - November '91. They have refused to
provide any kind of jobs or income for the workers and
their families.
The government has only made matters worse. Bureaustm~1\.~
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cratic rules have prevented workers from receiving even the
meager unemployment benefits and other social services to
which they are due. FEMA's (Federal Emergency Assistance) regulations have made it impossible for most
workers to get -disaster aid.
Particularly hard hit are the immigrant workers bound
up in the process of qualifyin£ for citizenship under the
federal amnesty program. They have had to sign away their
. rights to welfare and food stamps for five years as a condition for obtaining citizenship. If they go back on that
how to prevent starvation in their children, they lose all
rights and are again subject to deportation and hounded as
illegals.
The poverty and hunger in the Central Valley is the
result of cynical disregard by the growers and the government. They must be made to pay for this disaster-not the
workers. Growers' profits-every penny of which was produced by workers' sweat in the fields-must be used to
-provide jobs or livelihood for the workers now.
D

Superexploitation of the
immi-grant garment workers
Scattered _throughout Oakland and San Francisco are
more than 650 small sewing shops which employ 20,000
immigrants-mainly Chinese and Vietnamese women. These
shops are crowded, dusty, noisy firetraps. Yet they turn out
$1.2 billion worth of clothing per year. They produce
clothes_for big-name manufacturers like Koret of California
and Jessica McClintock. The clothes are sold in well-known
stores like Macys and Mervyns. Behind the fancy labels· is
exploitation of the immigrant workers.
Forced by poverty, discrimination and'language difficul. ties, these women accept jobs in the sewing shops because
they can't find other work. Once in the shops they face
barbaric conditions.
Wages are based on piece work. Few workers can work
fast enough to attain the top rate ·which is only $5 to $6
per hour. Fifty percent of the workers make minimum wage
of $4.25 an hour and one-third of the workers made less
than that. Older workers and newcom,ers are often forced
to work for as little as $1 an hour and cases have been
documented where women work days. without pay under
threat of losing their jobs.
What this means is that a seamstress receives from $3 to
$5 for making a- dress that sells for $120 dollars...if they are
- paid at 811. Recently the Oakland Tribune carried stories of
a garment shop owner who shut down his 9 shops in Oak. land and San Fraricisco and skipped town owing 450 seamstresses nearly a million dollars in wages and savings. As
outrageous as this may seem, unannounced closures have
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become a common feature of the garment industry in the
Bay Area.
,
It is not unusual for the workers in· these sweat shops
to work 10, 12 and more hours a day, six and seven days a
week. But they receive no overtime pay. As well, more and
more the workers are put in the position of having to take
their work home with them, thus extending the working day
even further, way' beyond tolerable limits. In the home,
children share the burden of their parents' toil-as unpaid
worKers helping· to make the rate.
There are no health care or other benefits paid to these
workers. And this is in an industry which is damaging to
the workers' health -dusty, stress, overwork, speedup, noise.
And what role does the government play in all of this?
Inspecti01).S are almost nonexistent and fines are a tiny
$100-$500 per violation. Liberal j?urnalists and politicians

like to wring their hands that laws are just not being "well
enforced". What a joke! The fact of the matter is that the
government winks and turns the other. way -in the face of
industry-wide violations because it is good for the profits of
'the capitalists. At the same time the government pours
millions into enforcing terror against immigrants through
the immigration department and its system of round-ups,
deportations, and harassment.
Superexploiting the immigrants goes hand in hand with
wage cuts, speed up, layoffs, tax hikes and budget cuts for
all the workers and' poor. Stripping immigrants of rights
goes along with new reactionary laws and Supreme Court
decisions that 'are taking away the rights of blacks and
minorities, women and all working people.
The immigrant workers must be defended. This is a
I struggle in d.efense of the entire class.
D

What to expect from free trade
The following articles are' reprinted from the August 18
leaflet of the Seattle Branch-MLP:

,Two positions on the pact are being pushed. Big
i business takes the "pro" position in favor of the pact and

claims that it will rejuvenate the economies of all three
countries. But this growth would come on the basis of
poverty and unemployment for workers. For this reason and
others it is extremely unlikely to amount to much, or to
last for very long.
The "can" position, taken by the AFL-CIO, argues that
a system of tariffs against Mexican and other foreign goods .
will save the jobs of US. workers. This ignores the depth
of the problems afflicting the US. economy and the reality
that continued loss' of international markets by American .
Negotiations for a "free trade" pact covering the U.S.,
firms is really just an alternative route to unemployment
Mexico and Canada open August 19 in Seattle. A congresand poverty for American workers.
.
sional vote in May gave president Bush the green light for
Neither implementation nor rejection of the pact will
bringing about this pact. It is expected to be worked out by
benefit workers in the US., nor those in Canada and
the end of this year and implemented next year.
Mexico. As well, in one form or another, the pact is
The heart of this pact is the utilization of low-wage
inevitable. Thus, the'-issue for workers is not to oppose the
labor in Mexico both to produce goods more cheaply and
pact, but to become aware of the economic situation that
as a threat against U.S. and Canadian workers to drive
is unfolding against the working class and come up with
down wages here. Neither the American nor Mexican elites
effective ways to deal with it.
luI,ve much alternative to proceeding with the trade pact.
Major economic trends mean that workers will increasSerious long-term problems afflict the American economy
ingly be unable to find security in the American economy:
and it is losing out m one portion aft~r another of the
world market. The Mexican economy has been comatose
1) The days of partial stability for much industrial" labor
are over. Even capital-rich Japan is rapidly building
for a decade. For both countries, continuation of the
manufacturing in the low-wage Pacific Rim.
current economic trends will mean disaster.
The Mexican trade pact highlights ongoing processes in
2) A deep cyclical downturn is overtaking more. and
American and world economy that have been and will conmore regions of the world and quite likely will drag down
the advanced countries at some point.
tinue to devastate more and more sections of the U.s.
3) The American financial system and overall economy
working class. These developments are going to' continue,
with or without this trade pact. To think that defeating or . is a house of cards with a huge portion of bloated parasites
perched on the top. The debts are coming due.
delaying the trade pact could protect the liv~lihood of US.
workers is nothing more than dreaming about days already
A new movement of struggle for workers' priorities is
. gone by.
needed. At the very least, such a movement requires an

The Mexican trade pact will
not overcome the malaise of
the U.S. economy

•
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active alliance of Mexican, Canadian and American workers. But even so, it will butt up against the pressures of the
world market., The poly way out o(long-term decline for
the working class is socialist revolution. This includes a
shift of the major portion of foreign trade from capitalist '
C
trade to socialist trade.

What are the aims of ,the U.S.Mexico free trade agreement?
The u.s. is sinking in its world competition with the
developing trade blocs of Japan/Pacific Rim and Germany/
West Europe. At heart, the Mexican pact is ~ strategy to
help deal with this. American corporations seek to lower
production costs, by locating a portion of ,manufacturing in
Mexico and utilizing it as a region with permanently depressed wages and lack of pollution and poisoning controls.
As Bush's top negotiator, U.S. Trade Representative Carla
Hills said, "It makes sense for U.S. companies to have
those 'lower-skilled jobs where the wages are less." (Congressional Quarterly, Feb. 23) Mexican wages average $1.99/
hour, compared to $13.85 in the U.s. and $13.53 in Canada.
The bourgeoisie (big business) also wants to cut costs by
forcing competition for jobs between American, Canadian
and Mexican workers. This will help drive down wages and
working conditions in the U.S. and Canada.
Another aim is to block Japanese investment in Mexico.
Part of the negotiations for establishing the pact are to
draw up tariffs against goods produced inside the 1!rade bloc
, but lacking a certain percentage of parts that also originate
inside the bloc (domestic content). These type of protectionist measures show the hollowness of the rhetoric about
free trade.
The pact is not aimed at finding Mexican market for
U.S. goods, nor will investment in Mexico create such a
market. Nine-tenths of the Mexican population has no
significant purchasing power, and the pact is designed to
keep it that way. Look at the results of the maquiladora
agreement s,et up in 1985.
Maquiladora allowed factories established on the
Mexican side of the border to bring ,in raw materials from
the U.S. and ship the finished products back to the U.S.
completely duty-free. The maquiladora plants now~employ
500,000 and are the second largest exporter in Mexico after
oil.
The average wage in these plants is 98 cents/hour, less
than half the average in Mexico overall. These plants have ,
not dented unemployment in Mexico, where there are one;
million new job seekers each year not c~)Unting large·
numbers of subsiStence farmers. Pollution from these plants
is poisoning both sides of the border. These plants have not
even brought improvement in infrastructure. The workers
lack housing, plumbing and roads. In some areas, workers
live in the shipping crates that the materials arrived from

a

the U.S. in; their drinking water is held in 55 gallon drums
formerly used for chemical shipments. Education is further
set back by widespread teenage labor in the maquiladoras.
This is stimulating the Mexican economy?!
The fact that the Mexican elite is eager to "open" more
of its economy to such a colonial status gives an idea of
the dire straits of the Mexican economy. The, Mexican
bourgeoisie may prefer the trade pact over the stagnation
of the last decade, but that's not saying much. The pact
.will perpetuate, not remedy, the dependent nature of the
Mexican economy. Ano'ther American aim with the trade
. pact is to tak~ advantage of this desperate situation of
Mexican capital. To deepen its position as appendage to
the American economy and prepare to further spread this
relationship throughout Latin America.
c

Will greater exploitation
lead to economic groWth?
Stripped of the usual political hype and rhetoric, the
"best case" scenario held out by the American bourgeoisie
is that there will be a period of declining living standards
of workers in the U.S. and Canada, severe sweating of
Mexican workers and pollution of the country, and then the
benefits of economic growth that will trickle down to some
strata of the population. But even this "best case" is
dubious.
First· of all, the "solution" of Mexican free trade is
bound to increase some of the problems. Total disposable
income is, already declining in the U.S. and this is contributing to the recession by lessening consumer spending. The
increased unemployment, decreased wages and transfers to
lower-paying jobs that are part and parcel of the trade
pact,will further undermine total consumer spending. '
Everyone knows about the mountains of debt that are
piled on the American economy-government, corporate
and consumer-and that the financial system-S&Ls, banks
and insurance companies-is shaking under this load.
Reagan pushed the federal debt into the stratosphere 'in
order to get out of the 1981-82 recession. These mountains
are not only a drag on the economy but are a time bomb
waiting to go off. It appears· that without phenomenal
eco,nomic growth over a long period of time, these debts
will reach the point that they cannot be paid. If financial
collapse occurs, then 'one way or another, the economy will
collapse.
Another problem is the bureaucratized and parasitic
nature of the U.S. economy. This has many sides and
aspects to it But you havy to look no further than your
local big corporation to see some of these features. Take
Boeing for example. (Aerospace is one of the few major
U.S. industries that has not yet lost its monopoly privileges
in the world market.)
.
A joke among aerospace workers is that Boeing's main
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They advocate protecting American workers' living stanproduct is waste, after that comes paper, and airplanes are
dards with a system ottariffs on foreign goods. They want
a sideline. And this situation is no accident. A parasitic
"fair trade" agreements "that will open the doors for our
hierarchy of favorites and relatives rides on the workforce.
products to get into other countries." This, they say, will
The workers, especially the technical ones, are "organized"
"stop the exporting of American jobs."
into an incredible maze of thoroughly bureaucratized
Since 1979, 2.6 million jobs in U.S. manufacturing and
departments. A gulf separates the 10 or 20 percent of the
mining have been eliminated. Some of this represents,
employees that actually build planes from the layers and
production now carried out in other countries; much more
layers of redundant departments that "design" things and
is the result of speedup, job combination, robotization, etc.
oversee the workers ...and oversee each other...and oversee
No system of tariffs .or trade agreements will stop this
the overseers ...ad infinitum.
process. If tariffs had this sort of magical power, the
The Boeing bureaucracy may adopt the rhetoric of
bourgeoisie would' have eliminated the trade deficit long
"quality improvement," "excellence," etc. (at a cost of $
ago.
millions) but the vested interests will change very little.
What counts in trade is not "fairness," but economic
Why should they? Head bureaucrat Frank Shrontz' salary
clout. Every company seeks to maximize control of markets
(including stock) last yea.t' was roughly 118 times the salary
of the lowest paid employee. This is right around the ,ilt the expense of everyone else. Each government has its
systems of tariffs. The gover1Unents bargain with each other
average salary of CEOs [chief executive officers] of major
over the nature of tariffs, each trying to gain its own
U.S. corporations which is 110 times the pay of their lowest
advantage. The Mexico-U.S.-Canada trade pact and the
employee. Compare this to the average German CEO's
salary at 20 times the lowest employee and the average '1992 European economic union contain protectionist
features to restrict the penetrafion of Japanese goods. The
Japanese CEO at 17 times. When'viewed from the top, it
Japanese have their inhouse markets. This is the ABCs of
looks like u.s. industry is 'doing pretty good!
Another trick knee in the U.S. economy is its heavy
capitalist world trade. But tariffs can only go so far. The
bottom line is still the relative competitiveness of goods.
reliance on military production which is financed by deficit
Tariffs spark retaliatory tariffs and beyond a certain
spending.
point this restrictS trade and results in economic downturn
Many portions of the infrastructure key to long-term
in both countries. As well, if tariffs against cheaper foreign
economic efficiency have been allowed to decay. For examgoods result in U.S. companies paying a higher price for
ple, the educational system.
materials, tools,etc. than their competitors, then their
The bourgeoisie couldn't care less when pollution was
production ,costs are relatively greater and their export .
only poisoning humans and extincting other species. Now
however, the massive waste and other features of profit
competitiveness is reduced. 'In the current conditions of the
maximization have built up serious pollution problems that
U.S. economy, tariffs will not "stop the exporting of
American jobs."
promise to become a major drag on the economy in the
The union officials also stress "reindustrialization" of
near future. Now thatit threatens their profits, the corporations have discovered pollution. Though they are still
American industry as an alternative to the free trade pact.
Massive investment can and will maintain some industries
incapable of denting it.
When you look at all these icebergs ahead of the U.S.
~thin the U.S. But like tariffs, this is a natural process of
corporate profit-making that doesn't really require advice
economy, it looks like the Canadians and Mexicans a,re
from the unions. And this will only be pursued in some
jumping aboard the Titanic.
[J
industries or portions of them. Modern transport and
communications is tearing down geographical barriers, and
many more industries will find greater profits relocating to
low wage areas. Even where reindustrialization takes place,
protecting the U.S. economy
it is not an alternative to job loss and wage cuts. By its
very nature it means massive job elimination and it has
f
peen accompanied with wage cuts.
The AFL-CIO bureaucrats are talking out of both sides
The union officials of the AFL-CIO have been active in
of their mouths when they decry competition between
workers, yet say they want fair trade and reindustrialization
condemning the Mexican trade pact. ("Active" to them
to compete in world markets. What is competing in world
means mainly lobbying politicians.) They've gotten the old
markets if not competition between the workers in different
bib overalls out of the trunk (though they can't button
them anymore) and postured as friend of the exploited
countries? The trUth is that the union hacks are for
worker. They have exposed the plan to force competition
competition between workers. That is why they supported
wage and benefit concessions in auto, steel, etc., to make
between workers from each country, to drive down living
standards to the Mexican level, to superexploit and poison
those industries "competitive." Tom Baker's gang (Machinists' union District 751) did worse-they supported the 1983
the Mexican workers on the job. While all this is true, the
wage concessions (5-year step progression and reduction of
solution held out by the union officials doesn't hold water.

The AFL-CIO's pipedream of

with tariffs
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wages for grades 1 through 4) when Boeing wasn't even , of Mexican poverty and is a big reason compelling Mexico
suffering from any loss of market share.
to join the trade pact. People are hungry, for what? To pay
. The union hacks know that their "fair trade" talk is a i U.S. billionaires and save a banking system that is collapsing anyway.
[J
pipedream. At best a fraction of the current industrial
workforce will maintain their jobs, though not their wages,
and perhaps the union hacks can justify their cushy jobs on
that basis. Since they do nothing about the fact of 15% and
falling U.S. union membership, it seems that the bureautrad~
crats have given 'up any real struggle to defend the working
class· as a whole.
If the union hacks' support for American workers is a
As long as capitalism and the capitalist world market .
fraud, don't even think about their stand towards Mexicans
reigns, even the strongest mass struggle of workers can only
and Japanese. These suit-and-tie racists like Tom Baker
soften, but not change the direction of economic develop(Machinists 751 president) are bragging about their plans
ment. Today that direction is down. Misery is being'spread
to bash a pinata at the protest against the trade pact on
on an unprecedented scale. Decline of living standards' of
.
[J
August 14.
the majority in many countries, growth of the unemployed
portion, depression in the former Soviet· bloc, famine in
Africa, l,lnd environmental destruction, are all direct results
of capitalist economics. Despite the anti-communist
propaganda and the lack of confidence among the working
class in its ability to rule society, this misery poses the issue
of the socialist revolution.
(The so-called communist regimes of the Soviet Union,
China, etc. originated from class struggles of the oppressed.
These revolutions inherited backwards economies which
The hard reality is that the tendency of world capitalist
made advance to socialism especially difficult. For a
trade is to bring about competition between workers for the
complex of reasons, none were successful in doing so. They
lowest wages and worst conditions, and drive living stanbuilt up particular forms of state capitalism instead.
dards toward the level of the lowest paid. Neither free
trade nor protectionism can combat this. The strongest
Various internal factors, including extreme bureaucratizapossible response of the working class is to organize united
tion, led these countries into acute stagnation, and the
elites are instituting reforms towards western-style capitalstruggle. This will bring the most all-sided pressure to bear
and lessen the ability of the bourgeoisie to playoff one
ism. So far, this has succeeded in replacing stagnation with
group against another.
full-blown depression. The issue for class conscious workers
There is the immediate necessity for coordination of is to study the history of these societies and learn lessons
to apply in future revolution.)
.
actions by Mexican, Canadian and American workers.
A socialist society, as one that seeks high material,
Another important factor is how strong the strike movecultural and spiritual standards for all, cannot do without
ment becomes in countries outside this trade bloc, especially against the major competing corporation!!.
international trade. Directly or indirec~ly, high productivity
Real unity means no competition between workers, no
of all economic activity rests on the scale of production f9r
fight to carve up a shrinking pie at other workers' expense.
the world market. For example, if the costs of development,
.With regard to the Mexican trade pact issue, this means:
tooling, etc. for an aircraft were spread over the number of
1) No concessions to "save" any industry in the U.S. or
planes required in a single country, instead of over the
Canada. Giving in to concessions only accelerates the
number required for the world, then the cost per plane
would be prohibitively expensive. Capitalism has developed
competition between workers; the leap frogging to lower
world trade, in fact it has subordinated every single country
and lower living standards.
to it. But there are inherent tendencies in the capitalist set2) Vigorous support to strikes and all struggles of
up that restrict markets, trade, and the production of
Mexican workers for wages, safety, against pollution. Link
up with Mexican workers through joint strikes and political . wealth, not to mention its distribution.
campaigns.
Perhaps the most striking manifestation of this is the
enforced poverty and primitive economy of the third world.
3) No participation in any trade wars ("buy American")
The imperialist metropolises (developed countries) have
or other schemes to undermine foreign workers. Instead,
plundered everything they could use from these regions
work'for international unity of workers in the same industry
since the dawn of the industrial revolution. Damn little has
(e.g., aerospace workers at Airbus, Boeing, etc.)
been returned. From the myopic view of the capitalists, this
4) Full rights for all immigrant workers' in. the U.S.,
is great, they hold these countries in a vice and can rip
whether they have legal documents or not.
them off for great profits. But the overall effect is that the
5) IIDmediately annul Mexico's $100 billion foreign debt.
greatest productive potential in the world is left unused.
This unending robbery by U.S. bankers is a major source

Socialist trade instead
of capitalist

For a united struggle of
Mexican, Canadian and
American workers
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And this fact that the majority of the world's population
toils in primitive ways producing very little, means a
restriction on the market for the goods of the developed
regions and therefore a restriction on their economic
'development. In other words, the majority have \Tirtually
nothing to trade.
.
A revolutionary government in an advanc¢ country
seeking to build socialism would shift foreign trade to a
different basis as rapidly as possible. Instead of hoarding
advanced economic technique it would invest a large portion of its surplus in the backward regions. Bringing those
workers up to modem levels of productivity would result
in the largest increase in total production of wealth. Why?

Because modem production technique would increase their
daily output by 10 or 20 times. This, in tum, would provide
a growing basis for exchange of goods from the developed
couD,try.
This type of socialist trade relation. could only develop
based on cooperation between revolutionary governments.
The progress towards, building a flourishing socialist economy would be accelerated by transferring the bulk of foreign trade out of the general (capitalist) world market and
into cooperative trade of this nature. This example shows
that only socialist regimes would be capable of avoiding the
dictate of the capitalist world market and thus realizing the
potential wealth of intematiomil trade.
c

No To· Police Brutality!
Justice for Christo·pher, ·R·o,gers!
sev~ral hundred. per cent in the last year. This is not a .
matter of some individual trigger-happy cops. It is not a
matter of the police department being "out of control".
Boston Police Officer James R Hall shot and killed 16- . No, it is a matter of a government policy of violen,ce and
year old Christopher Rogers, Friday morning, July 12. Hall
intimidation against poor minority communities.
claimed his gun accidentally discharged while he was
In every case the authorities from the Federal Justice
looking under a car for Rogers who he claimed was hiding· Department. to Mayor Flynn support 8IJ.d whitewash the
there. But the story doesn't wash. All the blood was on the
actions of the police. When Hector Morales was killed
sidewalk.. Hall was out of his assigned patrol area. Rogers
Mayor Flynn held a press conference to praise the police.
was his neighbor and Hall had made death threats against
The federal district attorney and the stare attorney general
Rogers in the past two weeks. Hall ,shot Christopher'
have refused to prosecute the police who terrorized the
R-ogers two houses from Rogers' home on Hamilton Street.
residents of Mission Hill .and faked evidence to frame
This is the third time a Boston cop has killed a black man
Willie Bennet in the Carol Stuart murder case. Congress
in five weeks. In the past eight months Boston police have
has just passed a crime bill adding 50 new categories for
killed 4 minority youth and wounded 4 others.
the death penalty. And the Supreme Court is ~triking down
. .• July 11, six cops kill a black armed robbery suspect.
all legal protections against police abuse.
Police gunned the man down machine-gun style, firing over
The latest killings by Boston Police are part ,and parcel
40 rounds and hitting him 9 times. The level of violence
of Bush's phony "war on crime". When officer Hall shot
used was way out of line and a danger to innocent bystandChristopher Rogers, he knew he had a license to kill.
' . :
"
ers.
.
'. June 25, Boston Police Detective Leo ROD¥n shoots
Bush's Answer to Poverty-Shoot the Poor
mugging suspect Nathaniel Lackland in the back of the
head, execution-style.
Over the last ten years the rich have pushed down the
, • November 24, 1990, police engage in a shoot-out with
workers and poor. Long-term unemployment has more than
Hector Morales, and continued to fire arter he was on the ' doubled; By, gutting social services and by promoting racism
ground pleading f()r his life. Hector died the next day.
,the Reagan-Bush regime has concentrated a disproportionHector was known as an anti-racist militant and· had
:ate share of this unemployment among minority workers•.
organized a community protest demanding jobs for youth.
Today- black teenagers suffer more than three times the
He had been twice kidnapped by police, threatened and
uiJ.employment rate of whit~ teenagers. Meanwhile with the
dropped off in Franklin Field before the shootout incident.
help of the CIA, the banks and corrupt police, the drug
Mter Hector was shot, police drove through the neighborcartels bve flooded the communities with cocaine and
hood shoutiJig over their loud speakers, "Cops 1, Spies 0."
crack. In many communities unemployment is so bad that
. the drug Cartels are the biggest employers of youth.
Naturally this desperate situation gives rise to a lot of
Police Brutality = Government Policy
'crime. The government's answer to this enormous social
The number of police 'killings in Boston has increased
problem the rich have .inflicted on the people is "beat 'em,

From the July 17 issue of Boston Worker, voice of the
MLP-Boston:
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The black and Latino workers have suffered the worst
shoot 'em, jail 'em". The war on crime is not about crime
of the Reagan-Bush offensive. But the poverty and police
but about intiriridating the poor and minority working
people.
.
;, brutality that the black people suffer today is what the rich
If the rich and the government really wanted to fight , have in mind for wider and wider sections of the people as
Amencl'tn capitalism sinks deep into crisis.
crime, they could start by doubling the minimum wage,
Working class people of all colors must stand up to this
restoring drug treatment programs and job programs. They
growing pO,lice terrorism. Mass active resistance is the only
could stop discriminating against !¢nority youth. They
effective defense. The investigations and commissions of the
could clamp down on the 300 billion dollars a year that
government will never bring justice.. After Hector Morales
American banks launder for the drug business. But all this
was shot there were several demonstrations and even some
would cut into the profits of the wealthy people who run
confrontations with police. People demanded an end to
the government. Moreover crime and the drug trade are a
useful tool for the wealthy to divide the poor and keep
police brutality and racism and that the government provide
jobs for the youth, There was also a protest march when
them in fear.
Nathaniel Lackland was shot. These are hopeful signs that
·
the resistance movement is growing.
c
Mass Active Resistance is the Only Defense

,.

,

.

.

Some theoretical questions concerning So~iet. history
communism and' then the advent of NEP, provide food for
thought. What in this is particular to 19208 Russia? What
has general significance for the theory of transition to
revamping that further collective discussion will provide.
socialism?
In this presentation I am going to touch' on the following topics:
.
In 1917 and early 1918,' before and immediately after
First, there are two eConomic questiC!ns,
· power, Lenin and most of the leading Bolsheviks aimed at
.quite limited inroads. on' capital as first steps towards
- The New Economic Policy and its interabolishing capitalist relations. The civil war accelerated
national or general 'Significance. for the
everything. The capitalists, even quite small owners, were
theory of transition from capitalism tO\
socialism. ~
.
• . expropriated. A number of what were considered to be
socialist elements were introduced. Attempts were made to
- The meaning of state capitalism under
workers' rule.
run factories by central authority for the needs of the war
Second, there are three political questions about proleand the masses irrespe,ctive of profit. There were efforts to
tarian power,
.
curtail or abolish most trade and to introduce socialist
- Smashing the old state machine.
distribution aII).ong workers in the form· of food, clothing
- The commune or soviet-type of state.
and fuel rations in exchange for work. (There was even talk
at this time of abolishing money altogether).
- Some questions of workers democracy.
Finally, an interrelated but separate point on inner-party
So how does one assess the economics of War Communlife and the question of factionalism.
ism? Part was simply eniergency contingencies of the war
Let's begin with the first question about the New
itself. Part was impulse from below, mainly from the factory
Economic Policy. .
workers who sought to smash up capitalist relations as far
as P9ssible. Part was a series of policies and decrees from
the Bolshevik leaders (with Lenin usually showing more'
. NEP and Its International (general) significance
; caution than mos~) who viewed that the time for a 1i,ill
Our discussion at the Third Congress shed light on the
onslaught on capitalism had arrived and for going over t.(}
need for transitional steps towards socialism, a period. socialism.
descnoed as "weak socialism", and so forth. This was .put
NEP came in Spring 1921. It was recognition that such
in general. terms along the lines that such things as' , a viewwas mistaken. The direct attack on capitalism could
distnoution by wages and money are not categories of a :, not be sustained and the economic foundations of sOCialism
socialist economy, but under proletarian rule they may be. were not yet in place. The economy was in a shambles.
Every attempt to revive it along organized or state channels
features of an economy in transition. In examining Soviet
history, the idea of "transition to socialism" br "weak. . was overwhelmed by the black market, petty and peasant
socialism" gets fleshed out It gives examples of at least. ; production. This forced a retreat all along the line.
what early steps are involved, in the conditions of peasant,'
The main reform of NEP was anowing the peasantry. to
ruined Russia.
j sell their products on the market; Money -economy was
The first years of Soviet power, with the collapse 'of war
restored for the workers too. Small capitalist production
Continued from the front page
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was restored, with such things as leasing out the smaIl grain
mills or coal mines to former owners. There were plans to
run larger plants through concessions and joint agreements
with both domestic and foreign capitalists. Even the stateowned enterprises were to be run on what they called corporate principles (which among other things meant that
they now had to make a profit, or close down, layoff
workers, etc.).
In explaining why the NEP was necessary, the focus was
on the peasantry, on the need to link up with and make
concessions to the vast petty production in countryside. But'
it was not limited to this. Lenin and the Communist International also asserted that the NEP had general significance, even fof. countries like Britain without much peasant
farming. It seems this is correct. The socialist reorganization of the economy has to take into account such things
as the majority of the population being involved in private '
farming, .as in the ,Russian case. But beyond that, it also
has to take into account the extent of other types of pettybourgeois relations, which are still large even in countries
like the US. As well, it has to take into account the l'1vel
of class consciousness and the extent of organization among
the workers themselves.
This is not to say that every country will duplicate NEP.
But that the new working class power will, at first, have to
make some agreement, some link with at least small commerce and small production: with the extent of concessions
to capitalist relations being greater or lesser given the
conditions. This is also in.line with the sketch of transition
to socialism that we find in Marx and Engels.
The questions don't end there. For example, NEP in
Russia was an unstable agreement at best. By the late 20s,
it landed in a full-blown crisis with heavy consequences.
This convulsive breakdown of the NEP situation needs
more looking into. Was it unavoidable? Would a different
policy have made possible a smoother and more advantageous going over from NEP to something else? Does the
late 20s crisis of NEP also have general significance? More
broadly, how does the working class steer from an NEPtype situation 'towards socialism and not towardS a new
capitalism (either through a direct victory of the capitalist
and petty economy, or through state capitalism)?

State capitalism
A related question of transitional steps towards socialism is the celebrated question of "state capitalism" undei
'workers' rule. This too was not just a Russian phenomenon, but has general import for socialist theory. In particular, it is important for analyzing the "weak socialism"
th~t was discussed at the Thii-d Congress.
State capitalism is a broad term that covers a lot of
ground. Presumably, it covers any economic combination
of capitalist relations with the state~ There is the run of
the mill Amtrak or Conrail variety. There is the more complex and complete state capitalist systems in the revisionist
countries. In both cases we are speaking here of capitalist

relations under capitalist rule. Then there' is also the
transitional situation where the workers set up their state
power and are set with the task· of remolding, rechanneling
the still existing capitalist relations. This also can take a
multitude of forms, from various types of state regulation
to the relations existing within the state economy itself.
From 1918 on; Lenln wrote a number of articles and
speeches that touch on these issues, especially at the time .
of the trade union debate around the Tenth Congress [of
the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik)] in 1921. For
Lenin, state capitalism was to be the means to overcome
the economic chaos, get the factories working again, restpre
the link with the peasant economy, and pave the way for
socialist relations. In the discussions at this time, a number
of Bolshevik leaders were reluctant to use the phrase "state
capitaIis:{Il" in this way. Apparently they were shy of the
phrase because it conjures up the idea of fat state officials
pigging out at the public trough and other evils connected
with the example of German and other state capitalisms.
But Lenin did not use the phrase as a slur or cu~se -woJ;d,
but as a scientific word to describe a feature of the
economic relations that backward Russia was to have to'·
pass through to get to socialism.
Lenin insisted on the distinction between state capitalism under bourgeois rule and state capitalism under workers' rule as a transitional step to socialism. (This is one of
the issues muddied by the Swedes, for example, which they
copied from Tony Cliffs State Capitalism in Russiii.) Lenin
pointed out that there is not a word in Marx or Engels·
about state capitalism under workers' rule, and he said this
needed theoretical clarification. Unfortunately, Lenin
himself did not go into this in depth. Some of Lenin's
formulations seem ambiguous or even contradictory as to
what he considered state capitalism and what socialism in
the early Soviet republic. But what is clear· from Lenin is
that this was an issue demanding analySis.
To discuss these issues it is important to keep time and
place in mind. Let's start with early NEP. At the beginning
of NEP the state capitalist features of the soviet economy
stand out pretty clearly: concessions or joint companies
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with foreign and Russian investors; leasing mills and 'mines
to former owners; state-regulated trade (mainly through'
Don-worker coops). Then there are also the state enterprises, which were being reorganized on "corporate principles" and which Lenin also inferred contained state
capitalist features. Keep in mind that when NEP waS first
launched the whole economy was in a coma. Almost all
large enterprises were on the brink. State capitalism was
more of a plan than a reality. As for socialism, one could
speak or8ocialist economic relations mainly in the sense of
the aspirations, the program of the ruling class and party.
Then came the mid-20s. State enterprises were gaining
ground over private or leased companies' (foreign concessions never got off the ground anyhow). State-regulated
trade had outstripped private trade; direct state organiza. tions were replacing state-regulated coops. It was mainly in
farming that private production was still predominant. This
outcome was precisely what the party and the conscious
workers had been straining for. The majority of the best
party activists had been assigned to economic work. so as
to compete with and oust the private trader. The party, the
organized workers, the soviet apparatus, had been locked
in desperate struggle to see who would win. It was them
(private commerce, industry) against us (the workers' state,
the cause of socialism).
. .
This "them versus us" equation seems to have influenced
party theory. The prevailing view in party· discussion was
that the growing domination of the state sector meant the
domination of socialist relations ..It was considered to be
the growing domination of socialism without qualifications
(as we discussed at the Third Congress). In 1925-26 a few
. voices are heard from. the opposition (preobrazhensky,
quietly Zinoviev) to the effect that there was still a
question in this state sector of state capitalism. How the
discussion went needs further looking into. But from \Yhat
we have seen so far it is doubtful that such issues were
raised forcefully or clearly. 'Among other things, the various
"left" oppositionists did not agree on the point among
·themselves. Trotsky, for one, was big on the idea that state
property meant socialized property and socialist relations
(just as tlie modern Trotskyists blabber about defending
"socialized property" in Eastern Europe, etc.)
In any case, there was little theoretical clarification of
what were the conc;rete features of the soviet economy and
state sector. Answers were served up in the black and white
absolute terms that were becoming the fare of soviet thinking. It was declared by Stalin and the majority that when
Lenin referred to state capitalism he only meant foreign
concessions and leases. But the state sector was socialist
and that was that. This became a cornerstone of Soviet
orthodoxy from this time. To say otherwise,was aIIegedlya
slur on what had been achieved. .
In fact, much had been achieved. The productive forces
came out of their coma; state regulation gained ground
over the private trader as the net of organization spread
over the economy; and the way was paved for further
advance. At the same time, there was still a long ways to

I

go. What was needed was cool recognition that there was
still commodity exchange and a money economy; still
corporate principles of factory management; still an
extensive system of bribes and money work incentives; still
a largely' small peasant economy. The situation was only
beginning· to pose the transition to socialist principles of
organization and distribution. Yet the party leadership was
blind to this and failed to coolly analyze precisely what had
been achieved and what ground still had to be crossed.
What were the roots of this .error? There had been
repeated warnirigs (and disputes) in the party ranks that
NEP (the freedom of trade,. etc.) posed the danger of
petty-bourgeois influences and deviations afflicting the
party. Meanwhile, it looks like, the ideological influence of
state capitalism crept in through the back door. The party
apparatus was not itself wealthy and corrupt as it was to
become in later years. Nonetheless, it was affected by its
environment. Here was the majorityo{ best party workers
submerged in economic work, surrounded by the old managers, specialists and inteIIectuals, devoting themselves to
th~ profitability of their departments and enterprises. All
this within the life-and-death conflict between state control
and regulation and the private trader. This may provide a
partial theoretical explanation of how the party became
one-sided about the socialist tasks it still faced.
The focus of attention became industrialization and
bringing the peasants into large-scale economy. The tasks
of socialism were reduced to these two points, as important
as they were. Thus, many of the state capitalist features of
the economy were carried into the first Five Year Plan and
bey~>nd. In some aspects they become even more pronounced (e.g. high pay for officials, wage differentials, etc.).
One thing we want to pursue in research is precisely
how to characterize the Soviet economy in this transition
. period, and its evolution during these first 15 or 20 years.
On the one hand, as long as the state was in the hands of
the working class, it means a definite breach in capitalist
relatibns. But beyond that, one has to study the forms of
organization, management, planning, distnlmtion, etc. This
is needed for clarification of what is entailed in going from
"state capitalism under the dictatorship of the proletariat"
to socialism. It is needed also for understanding the trajectory of the soviet revolution, including at what point can
one no longer speak of it being in transition towards socialism.

Questions of proletarian power
So much for the economic questions. A.t this point 1
would like to switch over from economics to politics. Study
of Soviet history has posed a number of theoretical questions about the political regime of the transition to socialism, about the organizatIon of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
So far, our discussion of the idea of "weak" socialism,
or the period of transition to socialism, has focused on the
economic. While there is not a direct, one-to-one corollary,
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there is a political side to this. That is, the new working
class power is also marked by the capitalist society from
which it is born. It also is weakened, distorted, by the
remnants of the old regime, by the economy, and limited
to what the consciousness and organization of the working
masses is able to achieve. The Russian example indicates
that a whole period was needed to overcome these weak.nesses and perfeCt the new working class rule that is not a
state as such, i.e. that begins the withering away of the
state.
The defects and weaknesses in the Soviet regime was
Lenin's great preoccupation in the last couple years of his
life. He returned to this theme repeatedly. The party as a
whole registered the gravity of the problem:
The resolution of the Twelve Congress of the party held
in April '23 rcrads as follows:
"Now that the Civil War is entirely6ver, the
task of radical reconstruction and systematic improvement of the whole state apparatus can for the first
time be placed on the party's agenda as a task of
prime importance which will only be resolved in a
number of years and only if the reorganization
measures are undertaken extremely cautiously and are
carefully thought through."
The resolution continues, and this is critical,
"The task of creating an inexpensive and truly new,
truly socialist apparatus is the prime task of the years
to come. Only its successful solution will ensure the
unbreakable union of workers and peasants."
Unfortunately, such resolutions, and all Lenin's exhortations, only proved harder done than said. The Bolsheviks
.succeeded in removing some of the holdovers from the old
regime, and setting up the new power throughout the
territory. But they never accomplished the streamlined,
cheap, government that drew in the masses and could be
called truly socialist. In the main the state did not improve
in this direction, and most of what can be learned from the
Soviet experience is in the realm of failed attempts. There
are also the Chinese and Albanian and other examples to
look at. Ifi the main,. the theoretical and practical problems
on this front of creating a "truly new, truly socialist
apparatus" are yet to be solved.
This is a many-sided question. Let us go into three big
ones posed by Soviet experience:
(a) The smashing o( the. old state machine and the
problem of the leftover bureaucracy;
(b) The Commune or Soviet type of state and the
problem of ensuring, maintaining its mass character; and .
(c) Working class democracy and the problem of bureaucratic repression.
These things are interrelated, but can be separated into
these three parts.
Smas,",lng the old state machine

One of the first principles of workers~ revolution is that
the exploited class cannot lay hold of the old state machin-

ery, but must smash the state machine and replace it with
their class dictatorship, which is not a state as such,
Smashing the old state cannot be done by passing a law of.
issuing a decree. It comes about through revolution, which
unleashes mass action and vast destructive energy against
the old apparatus holding society down. 'This could be seen
from the Paris Commune to the 1979 insurrection in
Nicaragua. This breaking up is extremely liberating; if
opens the path for huge social leaps.
.
In that sense, it accomplishes a miracle. In another sense
it creates a knot of complex and painful problems· for the
revolutionary pow~r. One side of the problem is the.erection of the new (which we will get into in a minute). AIi.-1
other side is what approach to the inevitable remnants of
the old state, which may be considerable? How deep should
the attack on the DId apparatus go? What precisely is tob6
smashed? The directly repressive side is one thing - dis~
persing the army, police, courts, etc. But what about the
more administrative or economic functions? From: the post
office to the social security administration? These were
among the problems faced by the Bolshevik revolution.
In Can the Bolsheviks Retain State Power? and other
writings just prior to and after the October Revolution,
Lenin indicated that the workers power can make use of
much of these administrative or not directly repressive
functions of the state, when broken from the top managers
and capitalist control and surrounded by workers control.
Things didn't go quite as Lenin· had discussed. With the
workers coming to power, at first the bulk of the functionaries and office employees were horrified and bolted. The
broom of the October Revolution went a long ways towards
smashing the old Tsarist and bourgeois apparatus. But it
soon confronted crisis and civil war. The new regime simply
didn't have enough people with training or expertise to
hold on. A section of the old was brought back on board.
This included military officers. It also included economic
specialists, functionaries and employees who slid back into
their" offices in the minist~ies.
.
This compromise with the old bureaucracy was a major
flaw, a weakness in the new regime, and it was considered
so at the time. The Program of the party adopted in 1919
points to the "partial revival of bureaucratism within the
Soviet system." Lenin and others spoke of the dictatorship
of the proletariat with "a bureaucratic twist."
Frequently, the term "bureaucracy" has an airy, undefined quality. But here it was something quite tangible.
There were st<veral hundred thousand people, divorced from
either the worker or peasant, imbued with bourgeois and
capitalist (and even tsarist) methods of work. AIi.d these
people surrounded the much smaller number of communist
officials trying to steer the economy and state.
Overcoming this problem was not easy. The working
masses had to gain literacy and skills to'do this work. More
than that, as indicated by the 12th Congress resolution, new
methods, more streamlined, closer to the people, methods
compatible with socialism, had to be created. It was this
last part that became the big stumbling block.
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By the mid-to-Iate '20s, the leadership was still pushing
to raise workers to take up government work. In the main
they eventually did accomplish a change of personnel. The
old functionaries were eventually replaced by new people.
But there was a marked one-sidedness to their approach to
this problem. The' more or less gave up the ghost as far
as reforming, transforming the methods and nature of this
machine. Despite the large number of communists and
former workers brought on board, it only grew fatter, more
detached and more arrogant, and the Party only became
more submerged in its "culture".
Thus, when one speaks of "smashing the old' state
machine", it poses a series of problems. What is to be
smashed? How far can the original onslaught go in this?
What can be sustained? Then how to revamp this machinery, create something new, and not just ~tir the same old.
stew?
The commune or soviet-type state

When we speak of orga,nizing the working class as the
ruling class or the dictatorship of the proletariat - our
general theoretical framework is the works of Marx, Engels
and Lenin. Especially Marx and Engels on the Paris Commune and Lenin's State and Revolution and Renegade Kautsky. This framework is stated pretty well in the Bolshevik
Program adopted at the Eighth Congress in 1919. The
fundamentals of this theory is central to what communism
is as opposed to either bourgeois reformism or anarchism.
The first condition is the smashing of the old state
machine. On its ashes arises something new that is not the
state in the same sense. It is the organization of the
working class as the ruling class. It is a system of rule that
is much closer, much less burdensome, and more responsive
.to masses, which is the first step on the road to doing away
with the state altogether as classes are abolished.
Key features of this commune or soviet-type of state:
a. It rests on the mass energy, mobilization and organization of the workers. (Here it should be noted tbt Lenin
and the party program of 1919 described the soviet power
as an improvement from the commune, because it was
based on work centers and therefore even m,bre closely
.
bound up with the workers.)
b. It brings the workers theniselves into all spheres of
governing and administration; and
.
c.. It takes strong measures against the possibility of
using positions for amassing wealth and privilege (right to
recall; average workers' wages; abolition of distinction
. between legislative and executive functions - the full
implications of the latter needs more looking into, but at
least it means a barrier to having a professional caste of
political windbags).
This is the general framework of the Marxist theory of
workers' rule.
However, in the Soviet example, along with the heldover bureaucracy, there were a number of other obstacles
that needed to be overcome to bring the working class

power within this framework, especially the problem of
enlisting the masses· as the new rulers of society.
In the days and months after the October uprising, one
may fmd something closest to this framework. There were
mass meetings everywhere, of soviets, of factory committees, bringing workers into politics and public affairs. The
mass energy unleashed by the revolutionary events of 1917
waS still high into the spring of 1918, as it spread from the
big urban centers to the small towns and villages across the
country.
Then came the civil war emergency. A highly centralized
and iron rule was set up. But there was still a strong stamp
of the working class and participation of the masses in the
war. Whole factory committ~ and trade unions signed up
en masse for the war effort. The workers were the backbone of the mainly peasant Red Army. The workers also
organized the food and fuel detachments that kept the
revolution from perishing of starvation and cold. These also
helped the rural semi-proletarians organize their poor peasant'committees and the grain requisitions. But all this came
at a steep price, draining the cities of the best workers.
What came afterwards is more problematic. After the
famine and political crisis of 1921, the huge job of running
the country was left mainly to the party or its most organized part. In other words, a thin layer of the most conscious workers, centered in a few big cities, was trying to
re-organize and· steer a vast country of over 100 million
people. Moreover, to administer, to make things· work, they
had to rely even more on the alliance between the party
and the old bureaucracy..
Added to this was another factor, maybe even more
critical in terms of general significance, and this was, that
the revolutionary energy among the masses had waned.
They were exhausted from war and hunger. Some, such as
sections of the poor and middle peasants, were to an extent
satisfied with the new land redivision. The dying down of
the revolutionary fires down below made everything
difficult, including educational and cultural work, as far as
broadening the foundation of the regime.
At this time, the formulation' appeared in Lenin's and
.other Bolshevik writings that the working class power was
being exercised through its vanguard. This became part of
the general party language, such as at the 12th Congress in
1923 which states:
"The dictato~hip of the wor!dng class cannot be
assured in any other way than as the dictatorship of
.its progressive vanguard, i.e., the Communist Party."
Later on, these forniulations were hotly debated in' terms
of the principles of how the socialist regime should be
organized.
But at first it seems to have been used as a description
of what existed at the time. One way it would appear in
Lenin's writings was when expressing concern that the work
of governing could not be left to the party alone. Lenin's
preoccupation was that the new power was precarious,
unstable so long as it rested on this thin stratum; that
everything must be done to bring the masses into the work
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of administration; and that the main obstacle to this was
the low educational and cultural level of the workers and
poor peasants.
Speaking at the 8th Party Congress in March, 1919,
Lenin discussed this problem in relation to the Soviets:
" ... The result of this low cultural level," Lenin
noted, "is that the Soviets, which by virtue of their
program are organs of government by the working
people' are in fact organs of government for the
working people by the advanced section of the
proletariat, but not by the working people as a whole.
"Here," Lenin added, "we are' confronted by a
problem which cannot be solved except by prolonged
education. At present this task is an inordinately
difficult one for us, because, as I have had frequent
occasion to say, the section of workers who are
governing is inordinately, incredibly small. We must
secure help." (Collected Works, vol. 29 page 183)
Lenin pounded on this theme for the next three years.
Help, however, was slow in coming.
A series of attempts were made. There were non-party
workers' conferences (which failed). There was a push to
revitalize the trade unions and through them to bring the
masses·into economic and other administration (some
things were accomplished here in the economic work, but
strains between the unions and the masses persisted). There
was also the Workers and Peasants Inspection, which Lenin
at first had hoped would bring millions of working people
into the work of control over the apparatus (but it never
became a mass form, or an effective form).
An outstanding question anyone reading this material
bumps into is "What happened to the soviets"? The term
"soviet" was still everywhere as all government and
administrative bodies were called "soviet". But the actual
soviet movement, the workers counCils, the all-embracing
organization of the workers and exploited, lapsed. Our
investigation of the soviets is far from complete, including
what they were in 1917 and 1918 before the civil war. But
all accounts indicate that towards the end of the war, they
were suffering. (This is confirmed by passages from Lenin
such as the one already mentioned.) The soviets were no
longer the vibrant centers of workers' political life that they
appear to have once been. Originally, the concept of soviet
government meant that all power or authority rested in the
councils of workers in the factories, the councils of soldiers
in the regiments, and so forth. But now the factories were
all but closed and the regiments disbanded. The councils
were a shell of their former selves, even as industry began
to revive during NEP. During NEP, rural soviets were even
less, with rural authority reverting to the old village mir.
The Paris Commune gave the first example of the allembracing organization through which the workers were
to exert their rule." The October Revolution gave the
example of the soviets, workers' assemblies based in the big
work centers, as the form of 'the dictatorship of the
proletariat. Immense stress was placed on this point' .for
Russia and the world. The soviet path was declared from

the rostrum of the Communist International and every
other communist platform as- the form for the exploited
classes to become the masters of the world. But within a
few years of the transfer of power to the soviets, this form
was in the intensive care unit, and never got back on its
feet. What's more, the revolution never found some other
form to take its place.
This poses a series of questions about how to create a
situation where the class as a class exerts its will. It would
be utopian to believe that the level of mass participation
can be called up by any government decree or that the
soviets would have revived if only someone had given the .
slogan to do so (indeed, the slogan was raised over and
over). This is because conditions can be more or Jess
favorable and there always will be ebbs and flows of mass
energy. What is clear from this example, however, is that
the initial wave is just the beginping, and that a great deal
of work is needed to find ways to step by step bring the
masses into politics, public affairs and broaden the foundation of workers' rule. The communist party, the class
conscious minority, plays a critical part. And one of the
decisive things for this minority is to ensure the link with
the majority, to ensure the majority doesn't become passive
observers, to ensure its active participation. Oth~rwise the
regime will be unstable, cannot be durable, or can lose its
class character and evolve into the rule of new exploiters
divorced from the masses.
Lenin was acutely aware of the dangers involved in
having to rely on such a thin layer of people for the actual
work of administration and governing the country. It seems
that for a short period the party attempted to confront this
problem. However, at a certain point, by 1925 and on, it
started to become self-confident and complacent on the
issue. '
Take, for example, Stalin's Concerning. questions of
Leninism. Here he rebuked Zinoviev for using the phrase
"dictatorship of the party." He described a full-blown
system of proletarian rule, rooted in soviets, trade' unions,
and so forth, with the party as the vanguard. I have some
concerns that some of the features Stalin portrays as
general principles of a socialist regime, in fact correlated
to certain conditions 'particular to the Russian struggle at
the time, and therefore should not be swallowed as universally valid. But the main thing is that Stalin painted a false
picture of what actually existed in Russia at the time. It is
striking that any sense of concern that the work of governing rested on a thin layer (principally the party) was lost.
Instead he portray~ a system that did not exist. And this
type of official cover-up became the orthodoxy under which
the party, state and economic administration grew more
and more separated from the class and evolved into a new
ruling elite.
Workers' democracy

For lack of a better word, a series of democratic
questions come up. Questions having to do with freedom
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of expression, assembly, organization. These are difficult
problems. There are no pre-cut patterns in Marx, Engels
and Lenin on this, but a general outlook.
This cannot be looked at from the angle of pure
democracy, but from the angle of the class struggle and
the struggle to abolish exploitation. Without suppression
of the capitalists and their attempts to regain power, the
workers' cause would be doomed from start
In the days of the .Russian revolution, the White Guards
were trying to settle accounts with the workers movement
with,machine guns; the work force of whole factories would
be lined .up against the wall in collective punishment.
Without the fiercest suppression of the landlords and
capitalists it was absurd to talk about freedom for the
workers. There was' also the necessity of establishing
discipline and order in the ranks of the workers and
peasants. To create this required strong class consciousness
combined with a strong central authority. There were many
things said and done in the Russian example that were
extreme, brutal, etc., but none of this can be appraised
outside of the context of the extremely brutal and desperate struggle that was taking place between the contending
classes. This is one side of the thing.
The other side is that the workers need democratic
freedoms for their own development. Democracy for the
workers is not just a humanitarian nicety. There has to be
room for the workers to develop politically, for carrying
through the ideological struggle, for a real political life
among the masses. In a large and complex society emerging from capitalism, among the working masses themselves
there will be different interests, moods, opinions about how
to create the new society. If there is not room for the
workers to take part in this, the workers cannot make the
creation of this new society their own, making education,
training, mobilization that much harder. There is also the
question of carrying through the fight of political trends to
inoculate. the workers from .bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
tendencies.
It is not a sign of strength, but of weakness when the
revolution is forced to rely on heavy-handed bureaucratic
controf of ideological and political life, or when bourgeois
or petty-bourgeois expressions are simply driven underground. This puts a wet blanket on the political life of the
masses. It distorts the nature of the regime by over
inflating its repressive and police function. Instead of
settling accounts with non-proletarian t:r:ends, bans-and
pOlice and bureaucratic measures-tend to drive things into
dark corners to fester.
In the Soviet revolution the ideas and practices on this
front evolved during the different phases of the struggle.
In the first months after October, the situation was quite
open. There were still opposition groups and a number ot
anti-government Socialist-Revolutionary (SR) and Menshevik newspapers. (Even when these papers were fomenting
rebellion, how to handle them was not a foregone conclusion. The first proposals to close them down were hotly
disputed within the Bolshevik leadership.)

I

i
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Then came· the civil war. The SRs, Mensheviks, the
whole petty-bourgeois democratic trend, rallied to the side
of the capitalists and landlords, or at least become their
tools. Fearsome decrees were adopted to crush these groupings. To a large extent this was more of a threat than a
reality, In practice, a variety of both fierce and conciliatory tactics were used to disintegrate, to win over the base of
the Mensheviks and SRs. As well, the ability to clamp
down on these groupings only went as far as the soviet
regime could reach, and there were gaping holes in the
countryside and elsewhere. In any case, the ·civil war
required suppressing the coalition of parties that were
directly trying to strangle workers' rule.
Pursuing the war also meant iron and top-down methods
among the red forces and the workers' ranks. Things were
to be accomplished by decree from the center, and the
appointment of personnel to make sure they were carried
out. There was no room for vacillations. Often there was
no leeway for democratic niceties and to talk things out in
dealings with the trade unions, the soviets and the moods,
inclinations, among the masses. (While not passing judgment on every decree and measure taken, it can be said
with relative confidence that if Lenin and the bolsheviks
had not adopted ferocious, centralized and iron methods,
the workers' revolution in Russia would have been snuffed
out as it was in Hungary and other places where the
workers' party adopted a "milder" policy.)
As the war wound down, a broad discontent swelled up
from below with the top-down system. Adjustments were
made at the 10th Party Congress in March, 1921. Especially
in regard to the trade unions, more room was to be given
for the workers to' elect their union leaders in. place of
appointment from the party or government center. Other
measures were also taken to normalize things.
But as the NEP unfolded, much of the emergency and
top-down methods remained. The resolutions for a more
democratic relationship with the trade unions did not mean
much in practice. The top continued to try to exert a tight
control on all aspects of political. and ideological life
among the masses. As the regime gained a certain stability,
instead of opening up, in many ways it tightened down
more firmly. Its hand kept reaching as far as it was strong
enough to reach. Meanwhile, the regime became strong
enough to make the suppression of opposition parties and
groups a reality.
The Bolshevik leaders rejected the idea of a "political
NEP". Freedom to sell gram was one thing; but there
would be no corresponding political opening up. But in
fact Lenin's views on such things as the need to normalize
the situation. with the trade unions indicated a certain
recognition of the need to change the methods of governing. It seems that the changes that were made were not
enough, or were even reversed, and that more profound
changes were needed to open up the political and ideological life of the masses. How to do this may have required
a whule period of testing and experimentation.
It appears that the Bolshevik leaders never felt the

...
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confidence to carry through on this. They were squeezed
by economic calamities, political strains in their own ranks
and among the masses, and by the world pressures of
imperialism.
Instead, from the mid-20s on, they relied more and more
heavily on methods of repression, bureaucratic control,
power of appointment, etc. This became a weight on the
revolution earlier than we had frrst considered. As the
apparatus of control and repression grew, it grew more
stifliIi.g; more arrogant and divorced from the masses. One
by-product of the crash industrialization drive, and especially the collectivization drive, was an intensification of this in
the early 30s, and then again in the mid-late 30s when the
party and apparatus started to eat itself up. By. the early
308, the outlines of the full-blown system of censorship,
travel control, snooping on citizens, etc., etc., begins to take
shape. But momentum in this direction began a number of
years before.
.
The evolution of the Soviet power, from the October
Revolution through to the consolidation of the revisionist
tutelage one and a half or two decades later, poses a series
of problems. More thought and more investigation is
'needed into a number of complex and interrelated questions.
What can and what cannot be accomplished in the fields
of politics and id<?Ology by government measures as
opposed to education, persuasion, etc. (and the-later not
meant in the bureaucratic sense - not in the sense of a
decree mandating the teaching of dialectical materialism in
the same dusty fashion as the Catholics teach catechism)?
What methods does the communist party use to ensure its
vanguard position? What prerogatives does it claim in
relation to the state and. the organizations of the masses
(not so much theoretically, or formally, but what practice
will actually strengthen communism in the long run)? What
means to ensure the political and ideological life among
the masses? What means to ensure an outlet for expression
of thinking among the mass of workers? What attitude
towards other parties, trends? Are there conditions when
leaving .certain room for those who are not in open revolt
would be favorable? And so forth.
In general, revisionist doctrine distorts the theory of the
socialist state in the direction of bourgeois democracy. But
there is also the stifling bureaucratic side to the revisionfst ,
model. It· seems that a number of pieces of this model
come from what became the soviet practice and ideological
orthodoxy from the mid-20s on. More work is needed to
separate the wheat from the chaff of this period. Some Of
the things that were done in the Soviet Union mayor may
not have been necessary and correct at the time; some
should have only been seen as temporary and not principles
or a lasting model of working class rule. .
There are series of other theoretical questions relating
to the socialist statc. But these three discussed above
(smashing the old' state, creatinwperfecting the new
commune/soviet ty.pe of rule, workers' democracy) are the
main ones that the study is coming up against so far.

Examining these things cuts through utopian ideas of what'
th~ new state will be likc. It brings it down to earth. Just
as concrete economic steps need to be taken for the
transition to socialism - concrete political steps are
needed to form, recast, create a state suitable for socialism.
This study is helpful in terms of making this more concrete,
more related to real life.
,

Inner-party life and the question of factionalism
Another thing that you can't help smacking into when
reading through t}lis historical material is that the quality,
vigor, of thinking inside the party declines after Lenin is
out of the picture. It is less creative, less dynamic, less
connected to' real life issues, and more woody and doctrUiaire. It is not right to attribute this simply to the loss
of Lenin. His genius was a product of the revolutionary
movement, not the other way around. The Wane of thinking in the party is inseparable from the objective crisis and
retreat of the revolutionary movement. At the same time,
one has to look into the practices and models of partybuilding that crystallized in this epoch which are linked to
the bureaucratization of the party and the ossification of its
ideological life.
There was a.noticeable evolution in the yeats 1923, 1924,
1925, 1926. There were a number of contradictory things in
terms of party life. On one hand, this was a time when the
political energy among the workers remained low. Yet the
party started to grow rapidly with generally new workers
with relatively little political training. It was a time before
the party officialdom started to pig out on privileges and
bonuses. Yet this is when the party starts to set up icons,
and a spirit of infallibility and arrogance creeps in. It was
a time when there were still some big ideological clashes.
Yet the quality of discussion on all sides is sliding into
quote mongering, false dichotomies, and generally scoring
points on the opponent rather than clarifying issues.
The backdrop to this was the high level of tension inside
party. Any sign of discord was looked at with dread, as a
dangerous sign..of an imminent split and the collapse of the
soviet government. In this atmosphere, the mark of party
unity, party cohesion, more and more became loyalty to
every phrase most recently uttered by the leadership or to
every comma snatched from a quote from Lenin.
An elaborate top-down system was brought into play to
enforce this loyalty. An important part of this was w~t was
called the appointment system. Under this system, the
secretariat in Moscow had wide authority of transfers and
appointments. The local secretary was frequently selected
from above, and these secretaries enjoyed wide powers.
This system had its history in the days of the underground
and in the mass mobilizations of the civil war. But after the
war, and after the post-war crisis, it was used more and
more widely as a method of individual screening based on
ideological criteria, that is, how closely someone followed
. the current word. Loyalty could mean appointment as
secretary of the committee. Disagreement could mean work
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'in an obscure office, orin Siberia or in a foreign embassy.
The appointment system and the extraordinary powers, of
the secretariat and the secretaries also had their impact on
the selection of delegates. to congresses and conferences.
Step by step a system was built that squelched publi~
discussion of controversial issues. This was not a straightline process. Various attempts were made to make room
for airing disagreement. For example, there were the shortlived debating clubs. In 1925-26, after the first clash with
the "left" opposition of Zinoviev and Kamenev, poliey
disagreements were generally kept out of the press ' (and
thus started to take the form of hints and code words that
were useless for the political enlightenment of the masses).
The lid was step by step tightened down on the iIi.ternal
party discussion as well.
In the main, this was done in the name of guanling
party unity and comoating factionalism. There was consider, able inner-party strife during these years (speaking here of
the 1923-1927 period). Some of this involved divisive,
groupist or factional methods. However, it seems that what
waS considered factional and thUs proscribed covered a lot
of terrain, to the point that disagreement became increasingly syilonymous with "opposition" and "opposition" with
illegal factionalism.
'
This did not resolve the problem of inn~r-party strife.
It simply meant that the dominant faction (if it can be
called that) or the dominant grouping had its say and put
the muzzl~ on those who disagree.
The ,way the fight against factionalism, or alleged
factionalism, was conducted raises questions about the role
of the original ban on factions adopted at the, Tenth
Congress of the party in 1921. Was this ban in line with
Bolshevik tradition, or was this something new? Did Lenin '
intend this as a. principle of party building, or only as a
temporary means in a particular crisis? What impact did
this ban actually have on the inner-party life? Were the
stifling practices that become marked by 1923 on a, byproduct of an ill-conceived Tenth Congress resolution, or
'were they a misinterpretation' or misuse of the Tenth
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Congress resolution? What was originally meant by faction
and factionalism, and what did it mean later on?
In general" the shutting down of party life was inseparable from the economic and political features discussed
above. By the late 20s and early 30s all these features were
coming together into the stifling revisionist system that has
been passed down to the present.

Other Issues
These are the issues we wanted to present to the conference. However, there are a number of other questions
that we have come up against and want to study. This is
just a listing of some of these things which gives an idea
of the scope of the investigation.
- Assessment of the first five year plan and the industrialization drive.
- Assessment of ,the mass collectivization drive. What
economic results\? What political and social results?
- Assessmetit of the different debates and inner-party
conflicts, including the "workers opposition", the Trotsky
and "left oppositions", and the various views on the path
to socialism in Russia. This includes looking into some of
the hotly debated issues such as the theory of socialism in
one country and permanent revolution.
- There are also some internatio:Q,al events that were
, hotly debated in the party in, the 20s. This includes -the
German uprising of 1923, the Anglo-Russian Unity Com.mittee and the British general strike of 1926, and the
Chinese revolution and the KMT coup against the communists in 1927., These are not directly a question of development of the soviet revolution, but they say something about
the thinking among the ranks of. the Bolshevik leaders.
The study has been slow. This is a vast subject. If there
has 'beel). headway, it has, been in that we have collected
and examined lots of material, extracted a lot of notes, and
pushed forward the thinking process. about where this study
is going. And as the Third Congress did, hopefully this
,ct:>nference will give this a further lx?<>st.
c

poor in, Massachusetts

From the July 17 issue of Boston Worker:
[Republican Governor] Weld and the [Demo.crats in the] ,
legislature have spent 1:4e first six months of this year
freezing wages and laying off state and local workers,
cutting benefits for the poor and denying benefits to the
, hundreds of' thousandS of long-term' unemployed who are
running out of unemployment insurance. But the final
budget passed was not enough for Weld. lIe wants to make
even further cuts on the state workers and the poor. One
of his plans is to force sta~e workers to pay another 20
dollars a week for health insurance. This will save the state
45 to 50 million dollars a year. .
-

Interestingly enough ~ SO million dollars a year is just
enough to pay for the business Research and Development
tax credit just passed by the legislature. Weld-onomics:
simply take from the workers and give to the rich. _And
more is planned. Economists are predicting that the state
will have a 600 million dollar surplus next year, now that
the workers and poor have l:!een put on rations. So Weld
is hurrying to get legislation passed that will give even
more tax breaks to the rich.
The rich love Weld and the pro-business Democrats who
run the legisl~ture. They are helping lower the standard of
living of the working cfuss so, tha,t the ri,<h can make mor~
profits.
c
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